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About This Game
Fight for your life in Call of Tomsk-7, a simple side-scrolling shooter. Horrifying monsters are pouring out of the forgotten and
abandoned Soviet-era Tomsk-7 biological weapons facility. You must fight the creatures in a seemingly endless battle of
attrition. Improve your score to unlock new weapons and perks in the form of hats that give you special upgrades and attributes
to help survive the onslaught. You must strategically call in air drops of secondary weapons consisting of Molotov cocktails, land
mines, Tomahawks, and anti-bug smoke bombs in order to ensure your long term survival.
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THIS GAME IS A SH!T STEAM GREENLIGHT ASSETFLIP!. Recent updates - 8 August 2016. This game is dead.. Watch a
youtube video on how to play the game.... Learning curve is tough otherwise, but after the videos its smooth sailing.
Picked this up for 1.99.. PLayed 11 hours straight after selecting a difficult starting position.
First Ruler Dublin: Ive produced about 13 children, trained them to be men, sent them off to be vassals, died leaving the
youngest alone to rule during the conquest of Ireland at 6 years old.
Second Ruler Ireland: My leader has now managed to play the percentages and porducing offspring with good traits which allow
me to produce bettter offspring when they marry their cousins, only inbred seems to randomly steal away my children. In this
world when you marry your cousins you get better dna at times. Ruler commits suicide after going crazy and murdering family
members.
Third Ruler: 15 Kids, lustful prick, everyone hates him. Rebelions and assanisations. Got greedy and attacked English rebel
states... Died from sickness.
Fourth Ruler: Learned that killing your own offspring could potentially save thousands of lives, refused. Englands claims led to
full scale invasion and ended my reign by sending vastly superior marshals and tech to put me down.
Lessons in leadership, its better to kill your son than create a war.. Will consider that next game.
However, if you can jump on Crusader Kings 2, the experience only multiplies expotentialy.. My kids favorite Tablet game in
(real)life. this game works well. its fun and easy to do. havent seen any issues or bugs. worth the low price.. Very old Hidden
object game with just the basics, a bunch of HO scenes without any story tying them together. and a few minigames such as
match-3 and memory in between levels. In todays market theres alot of better HO games out there so give this one a pass.. This
is a good adaptation of Lovecrafts\u2019 original \u201cThe Whisperer in Darkness\u201d story. It\u2019s a very short visual
novel with a bit of simple gameplay, and both art style and BGM are so eerie. I honestly hope that the developers will make
other VNs based on more classic horror stories!
8\/10.. First thing I did before posting this review is checking if that game was early access. If it would I would not have
commented the fact is that it's a full release and I cannot recommend that game.
This is my 2nd review of a game ever so I really have to feel strongly before posting a review.
First this game seems to be episode 1 so don'e expect an ending you have a to be continued with a story clearly unfinished I
HATE THAT.
Second the game is cluncky the hit box are way too large for everything but the enemies where you have to chase them all
around the map and really hit their center to hurt them. They have to really review the knock back cause it's ridiculous.
At this stage after 10 hours I've beat the game with maybe a couple of quest left to do and I won't do them. I've spent most of
my gameplay waiting for something to happen. You would expect that at the beginning but the more you advance in the game
the more you have to wait.
The game is really short (around 10 hours when you spend around 2 hours on pause while being on the phone) and way too short
to be waiting that long. I expected more from it.
I would recommend the game though but at 5€ not more. If you wanna spend that kind of money go take another game or wait
for sales.. Really great game. Love the concept. The factions and quests were well done.
All in all I would give the game ... 7.5\/10.
What this game really needs is content. A very small number of quests that get over pretty quick.
Otherwise, this game can go a long way. The DLC's look very promising as well.
Buy the game if its on sale. Its definitely worth a play.. akda is marketed as "A simple physical puzzle". This is not a puzzle
game. A puzzle can be achieved as many times as you like once you understand the solution. This relys almost purely on dumb
luck.
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Level 6 took me at least 50 tries to pass it.. Bought and played this game with my wife, about 3 hours so far and we're loving it!
The difficulty is just so that it's definitely challenging, but not to the point of frustration. For example, a particular boss took us
about three tries to defeat, each time better than the last. The enemies are numerous and varietized, so it's definitely not boring,
and the upgrades are rewarding.
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I bought this DLC over a year ago.. shortly after it came out. I remember seeing there was a lot of negative feedback on it. I
can't say I remember why. I bought it for the achievements. If some of you follow my reviews, you may have seen others like
that :) I do believe this was patched some while ago and that may account for why I found no major issues with it.
The sounds seemed ok. I'm totally unfamiliar with UK trains in general as I live in the US. I can't say if the sounds were realistic
or not because of that, however they seemed pretty good - if not amazing.
The Class 442 runs on London to Brighton. This is not a route I had much experience on, so despite it's elderly nature, I had fun
seeing a good part of it. I consider this a good route for it to run on.
A couple of the scenarios were quite difficult. On one in particular the timing was off I believe. I was able to make it, but I had
to restart the entire scenario over. Just because the first few timestops were made on time, does not mean the last couple are
possible. While I consider this to be negative and will mark it as such in my list below, I did enjoy the challenge and the
satisfaction of eventually making 1000 pts. This may be why it got some negative rep. I can imagine there would be some people
who would say it was not possible... or just too difficult, however all scenarios do work.. 1000 pts is possible on all 3.
+ Reasonably good textures and sounds
+ All scenarios work and gold medals\/1000 pts are achievable.
+ Scenarios seem realistic with the exception of the time table on one - see below. They're all fun though!
+ All achievements work. I'm not finished with the one for running 442 miles, but it shows progress, so reason to believe it
won't work.)
+ Instrument lights and cab lights work well, as do wipers and gauges... all the things you'd expect.
- Bird poo on the window. Was that really necessary? It annoyed me. Realistic? Probably... But unnecessary.
- Dirty window in general where the wipers do not touch it. Yes, this is probably realistic, and a lot of DLC's do this, but I don't
like it. Overall it's a pretty trivial matter though.
- One scenario has odd timings. I believe they could be seen as faulty. The first three checks are fine. However if you are not
substantially early to (I think) the 3rd check, you will not be able to make the 4th.. Repetitive nice little game. Nothing special,
just to kill some time. For such a prise don't expect big game. Most likely for achivs, if you like that kind of thing but then
expect grinding.. Amazing are as usual... but.. there is only 25 pages in the artbook.. not 40 as the sales info keep saying. Also
the Red Monika is reusing 2 very old pictures and 2 new. It should be all new since her look is not the same as her old one from
comic book release.. Not quite as good as Croodle's World.. Pretty good recording software. I had to mess with the format the
files were written in due to conflicts with my editing program. Other than that it has always worked great for me.. If this looks
at all interesting, get Reassembly instead.. It is crush very often, but if don't count it, then game is 10/10. When you design a
soul-like game, YOU DO NOT ALLOW BOSSES TO 1-SHOT the player out of the blue.
When you design a soul-like game, you do not create levels with corridors that do not allow to avoid ennemies without killing all
of them at every run.
When you design a game, you do not animate a freaking spinning wind animation on the last boss, making the player want to
throw up.
And last but not least, when it's the end of the game, it's the end of the game. Stop with this stupid epilogue trend.. This is a
good game.. If you are looking to manage a media project such as writing a novel, a comic book, running a PnP role playing
game, creating or modding a video game or even writing a script, this is perhaps one of the best values you'll find for project
(and asset) management.
I've been using this program for three weeks to organize materials I'd been working with using a file system for my project
management needs and am completely blown away with that power contained in this application.
It allows you as a designer or creative person to work at the level of your most important assets. Your characters, locations,
dialogue, media assets (images etc). Very helpful if you're putting together a design document from which to coordinate your
project.
Document your character backgrounds for detailed a synopsis of each one. Design and layout simple maps right in the program
or import your own images to work from. Dialogue, quest and plot trees can be written within the program schematically.
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It supports exporting in a number of formats (Word, Excel, JSON, XLSL) which makes it great for keeping a master file of
your project.
For its subscription price this is a highly valuable tool for any project and certainly a tool I'd recommend having from the start
of any project as it is just as important for fleshing out the creative aspects of your project as it is the professional aspects (such
as asset development and project roadmap).
I'm not even using it to its full potential yet so consider this review an understatement.
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